
BCS BID AT STAKE 

It’s all or nothing for Louisville and Rutgers Thursday night. A 

BCS Bid is up for grabs for the victor, along with a Big East 

Championship. The loser?  Well, there's always the Russell 

Athletic Bowl in Orlando. 

Louisville comes into Pistcataway reeling. Charlie Strong's 

Cardinals have lost two straight games and seemingly has more 

questions than answers. Just three weeks ago, Louisville was 

undefeated. The loss at Syracuse brought questions for the 

defense: Could they stop the run? Could they stop anything? Now 

following a 23-20 triple-overtime loss to Uconn, Louisville's 

potent offense is in doubt. The same offense that has seemed 

like a well-oiled machine throughout the season has finally 

sputtered. Can wounded QB Teddy Bridgewater jumpstart the Cards 

offense against an outstanding Scarlet Knights defense? 

Rutgers comes into their last regular season game of the season 

with similar discontent. After all, if the Scarlet Knights could 

have just won against Pittsburgh this match-up wouldn’t have 

much of meaning, a BCS bid would be locked up for Kyle Flood's 

program. Alas, The Big East is never that simple and Rutgers 

didn’t just lose- they we’re trampled 27-6 by the Panthers. 

Louisville and Rutgers, two teams headed to different leagues, 

will play for the Big East title tonight. 

InsideTheVille.com takes a look at Thursday's showdown: 

Bridgewater Limited 

Quarterback Teddy Bridgewater suffered a broken wrist on his 

non-throwing arm in last week’s game against UConn. 

Nevertheless, according to Charlie Strong, Bridgewater will play 

tonight.  

“The thing about Teddy is no different than Saturday,” Strong 

said. “He was able to come back the second half, so it is 

nothing different than Saturday. He will definitely play on 

Thursday.”  

How effective will Bridgewater be against Rutgers? Strong says 

that Bridgewater, will be limited to operating from the shotgun 

http://247sports.com/Player/Teddy-Bridgewater-463
http://247sports.com/Coach/Charlie-Strong-567


formation and that back-up Will Stein could come in the game to 

take snaps under center, if needed. The reason? Strong said 

Bridgewater can't “take the hand-off,” because of his injured 

wrist.   

“He cannot go underneath center and take a snap.” Strong stated, 

“Everything is from the shotgun, [but] he can catch the snap.”  

What about Stein? What will his role be against Rutgers?  

“Stein will get a chance to play. If we have to get underneath 

center on the goal line, then he can always come in,” Strong 

said. “The thing about Stein is we are very comfortable with 

him. This football team is comfortable with Stein. He has played 

a lot of ball. If you think about two years ago, it was Stein 

that went in when (Justin) Burke got injured and won a game for 

us at Rutgers.”  

Stein played against UConn during Bridgewater’s departure and 

had a respectable outing.  Stein was 5/12 on 46 yards passing. 

While Stein’s primary role will be to hand off the ball 

Thursday, don’t be surprised if he throws a few passes as well. 

Strong stated that if Stein “needed to run play-action, he’ll 

run play action”.  

Will Stein make a few big plays for the Cards?  

Get the Ground Game Rolling 

Louisville has seen its run game suffer in the last two games, 

both losses. It’s been so bad that if you combine Louisville’s 

total rushing yards in the last two games they still don’t 

amount to triple digits. Against Syracuse, Louisville rushed for 

48 yards. Against UConn, Louisville rushed for an astonishing 27 

yards. While losing RB Senorise Perry has certainly been a 

factor, Louisville still has a proven leader in the backfield in 

JR Jeremy Wright. What has happened to UofL's once solid rushing 

attack? 

“If you look at UConn we were not effective at all. Connecticut 

did a good job. They just two-gapped their linemen. They were 

big and strong up front. We are a gap-scheme team,” Strong said. 

“We have to get the run game going. You are going to have to 

move people, just come off and attack people and make sure that 

we have the right plays called.” 



“Two-gapping” lineman according to Charlie Strong is when a 

strong defender can “control both (run) gaps” because they are 

so physically dominant. Strong said, the Cardinals use DT 

Jermine Brooks to “two-gap” because he’s a slower defender but 

is very strong.  

Can the Cardinals expect “two gapping” against Rutgers? In 

short, no. 

“They don’t have that big, physical guy in the middle.” Strong 

said, “They like to pressure you a lot.” 

If the Cardinals can get the running game rolling (and 

specifically hit 130 rushing yards) on Thursday it will 

certainly bode well for the Cardinals for two reasons: 

1. 3 out of the 5 times the Cardinals have rushed for over 130 

yards this season, they’ve won by 10 or points. The other 2 

games the Cardinals still won fairly easily. 

2. In both of the Scarlet Knights two losses this season, 

Rutgers has given up more than 130 yards. 

Rutgers ranks 11th in the nation in rushing defense, so it will 

certainly be a difficult task for UofL on the ground. 

X-Factors 

RB Corvin Lamb (Louisville) 

Corvin Lamb saw his carries significantly increased last week 

when he replaced the injured Senorise Perry in the line-up. 

While Lamb’s rushing gains were minimal, he gained valuable 

experience.  

Lamb looks to build on his experience this week against Rutgers. 

Known as one of “the fastest people on the team”, if Lamb gets 

into to the open field he’s certainly gone. If Lamb can break an 

explosion play for the Cardinals Thursday night he could shift 

the game in the Louisville's favor.  

QB Gary Nova (Rutgers) 

While seeing QB Gary Nova’s name here is no surprise, the reason 

it is here may surprise you. That’s because Nova has thrown 13 



interceptions this season, including one last week in Rutgers 

loss to the Panthers. The question that looms for Rutgers Head 

Coach Kyle Flood is whether Nova can protect the ball against 

Louisville? Charlie Strong intends to make sure he doesn’t. 

Strong say’s his defensive backs, who dropped several would-be 

INT's last week in the loss to UConn, just have to “catch the 

ball” and that “they will get their chances." 

If Nova doesn't protect the ball on Thursday Louisville might 

win the Big East title. 

---Chris Hatfield 
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